INTRODUCTION
Spatial outlier refers to a spatial object that has distinctively different non-spatial attributes from other spatial objects in its spatial neighborhood. The differences between spatial objects are usually measured by dissimilarity. Spatial outlier detection has been widely applied in geographic information systems, satellite positioning systems, remote sensing image data mining and other applications [1, 2] .
In most conventional spatial outlier detection algorithms, the calculation of the degrees of outlier of a spatial object depends on the differential degree between the non-spatial attributes of the spatial object and its neighborhood, while spatial attributes are used only for the determination of neighboring relationship between spatial objects. In other words, as long as two spatial neighbors of a spatial object share the same non-spatial attributes, they are considered having same influences to this spatial object. However, in real-world applications, different spatial objects have different spatial attributes like locations, areas and boundaries, and they should not be treated as simple outliers. Spatial correlation of a spatial object decides the influences of its neighboring objects, and is influenced by the differences between the neighboring objects to varying degrees; thereby spatial correlation is an important feature of spatial objects.
Spatial datasets are generally models of spatial reference objects, such as countries, regions, cities, streets, and buildings. Spatial objects usually have two types of attributes, spatial and non-spatial attributes. Spatial attributes include the spatial relationships describing the spatial objects, including location, shape, and other geographical topology relationships. Non-spatial attributes are used for the description of other attributes of spatial objects, for example length, height, construction time, name, and so forth. The neighboring relationship between spatial objects is a spatial attributebased spatial dataset. For the comparison of spatial objects, it usually refers to the differences between the non-spatial attributes. Because of the particularity of spatial data, spatial outliers are generally locally unstable, and such local outliers are not necessarily global outliers. To thoroughly study the detection of spatial outliers, this paper investigates and analyzes current spatial outlier detection algorithms focusing on the issues of low detection precision, high user-dependency, and great calculating complexity.
The expansion and innovation of this study mainly exhibit in two aspects.
A Weighted Spatial Outlier (WSO)-based spatial outlier detection algorithm is proposed. The problem in current spatial outlier detection algorithms that the influences of spatial attributes on the degrees of outliers are constantly ignored is considered in the proposed algorithm. In light of WSO, the influencing factors of spatial attribute on the outlying degree are addressed by weighting the non-spatial attributes, and a revised Zvalue algorithm, IZ-value, is proposed based on conventional Z-value algorithm. In addition, since the IZvalue algorithm would omit some differences, a weighted differential algorithm (WDA) is also proposed based on IZ-value.
(2) To verify the two proposed algorithms, experiments are conducted to real datasets FMR and WNV. The results of the simulation tests are compared with conventional algorithms. The accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm are validated. The two revised algorithms have more accurate detection results than conventional Z-value algorithm. In addition, WDA could solve the problem that the difference between neighboring objects and the studied objects may disappear while calculating the outlying degree, making the detection result more accurate and reasonable. 
II. WEIGHTED SPATIAL OUTLIER

A. Calculation of Weights
Where,
B. Problem Statement
For a given spatial dataset 2 ( , , , ) ( 1) in X x x x n  composed of n spatial objects, each spatial object can be indicated by single-or multi-dimensional non-spatial attribute, denoted by A given integer k represents the number of spatial neighboring objects of spatial object xi in its spatial neighborhood, NNk(xi) is the set of the k nearest spatial neighbors of xi, and i=1,2,…,n.
A given integer m represents the number of outliers that can be detected, usually m<<n.
The WSO-based spatial outlier detection algorithm has two main goals. The first goal is to calculate the spatial attribute weight of each neighboring object of a spatial object using Formula (4-1), combine this weight with treated non-spatial attributes and further calculate the outlying degree OF(xi) of this spatial object. The other goal is to find a spatial object set Z that consists of m spatial outliers, so that ZX  and when i xZ  and () j x X Z    , OF(xi)>OF(xj), which means the outlying degree of a spatial outlier must be greater than the outlying degree of any normal spatial object. Therefore, the major task of the WSO-based spatial outlier detection algorithm is to effectively calculate the outlying degree of a spatial object, and this outlying degree can also be used as the differential degree between the spatial object and its spatial neighborhood.
III. IMPROVED Z-VALUE ALGORITHM
Conventional Z-value algorithm uses spatial attributes only to determine the neighborhood of a spatial object without considering other influences of spatial attributes, thus the detection is not accurate enough. This study endeavors to improve the conventional Z-value algorithm in order to raise the detection accuracy, and an IZ-value algorithm based on WSO is proposed.
A. Theory of IZ-Value Algorithm
The key theory of the Improved Z-value algorithm is to calculate the spatial attribute weight of each neighboring object of the studied spatial object, multiply the weight and the non-spatial attribute of the corresponding neighbor to obtain te weighted average neighborhood value, calculate the average distance of the object with its neighborhood, and then detect the spatial outliers with conventional Z-value algorithm.
Definition 4: weighted average neighborhood valueThe weighted average neighborhood value of a spatial object xi refers to the sum of the average weighted neighborhood values of all the neighboring objects in the spatial neighborhood of xi, i.e.
Definition 5: average neighborhood distance The average neighborhood distance of a spatial object xi refers to the difference between xi and the weighted average neighborhood values of all the neighboring objects in its spatial neighborhood, i.e.
( ) ( ) ( )
Average neighborhood distance reflects the differential degree of a spatial object with its neighboring objects in non-spatial attributes; greater neighborhood distance indicates greater differential degree, vice versa.
Definition 6: outlying degree of spatial object The outlying degree of a spatial object reflects how much it outlies. It can be expressed by Formula (4). OF x of xi. After calculating the outlying degrees of all the objects in the spatial dataset, arrange them in descending order and the first m objects are the detected spatial outliers.
B. Algorithm Description For IZ-Value
Based on the detailed theory of IZ-value in section A, the design of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1 below. 
C. Analysis and Flow Chart of IZ-Value
The first and most important step of IZ-value is to address the k-neighborhood of each object in the spatial dataset. However, the searching of the neighborhood is time consuming, especially when the dataset is highdimensional that spatial index technology is not applicable. Fortunately, in the IZ-value algorithm, the attributes of spatial data objects are divided into spatial attributes and non-spatial attributes and the spatial attributes are generally two-to three-dimensional, therefore spatial index R*-tree method can be adopted to accelerate the addressing of spatial neighborhood, reducing the calculation complexity. The other two important parts are the calculations of weighted neighborhood value and average neighborhood distance. The last step is to standardize the calculation results and arrange in descending order to obtain the spatial outliers. The detailed flow chart of IZ-value is presented in Figure  1 . The time complexity of the IZ-value algorithm is detailed below, with the assumptions of the number of spatial data objects being n, the number of neighbors in the neighborhood being k, and the number of spatial outliers to be detected being m.
Step (1)- (3) of the algorithm address the spatial neighborhood, the time cost with spatial index R*-tree method is O(nlogn).
Step (4)- (8) calculate the average neighborhood value of spatial objects. The time cost on the calculation of the average neighborhood value of each neighboring object of spatial object xi is O (k), and the time cost on the calculation for the entire spatial dataset is O (kn).
Step (9)- (12) calculate the average neighborhood distance of spatial objects. Difference operation is performed for each spatial object xi and its average neighborhood value, and the time cost is O (n).
Step (13)- (14) calculate the mean value and standard deviation of the average neighborhood distances and standardize the average neighborhood distances, and the time cost is O (n).
Step (15) of the algorithm arranges the n spatial objects and take the first m objects as outliers, and the time cost is O (nlogm).
Since the number of spatial data objects n is far greater than the number of neighbors k and the number of outliers m, the final time complexity of the IZ-value algorithm is O (nlogn).
IV. WEIGHTED DIFFERENCE ALGORITHM
IZ-value solves the influences of spatial attributes on the calculation of spatial object outlying degree very well and contributes significant improvement to the detection accuracy. However, a defect exists in the algorithm. This defect is illustrated below with an instance. A fraction of the water level increment chart of a region is presented in Figure 2 . A, B, and C in the chart represent three geographically adjacent cities, and the digits next to them are the water level increment of the cities in a certain month. To investigate if the water level of city C will continue increasing in the next month with the influences of surrounding cities, the water level increments of neighboring cities A and B need to be identified first. It can be seen in the figure that the increments in the current month are 100mm and 300mm for city A and B, respectively. Assume that A and B have the same influences on C with respect to spatial attributes, the weighted average neighborhood value of C is (100+300)/2=200mm calculated with IZ-value, then the average neighborhood distance of C with neighboring city A and B is 200-200=0mm, which means city C is not influenced by A and B. However, the chart shows obvious differences between cities A and B and city C, and such differences are not detected by IZ-value.
In conclusion, when the non-spatial attribute of a spatial object is the same with the average neighborhood value of all the neighbors of it, the average neighborhood distance of this spatial object is zero. In such situation, the possible spatial neighbors significantly different from the studied object could not be detected by IZ-value algorithm, thereby the detection of spatial outliers could not be accurately done. Water level increment chart of a region
For this defect of IZ-value algorithm, an innovative algorithm, weighted difference algorithm (WDA), is proposed based on WSO in this paper. This algorithm performs difference operations to the studied object and each of its spatial neighbors separately, and then weights the differences to obtain the outlying degree of the studied spatial object. Apparently, while thoroughly considers the influences of spatial attributes, WDA also considers the possible differences between different neighbors, leading to more accurate detection of spatial outliers.
A. Theory of WDA
The IZ-value algorithm first determines the k nearest neighbors of spatial object xi and the weights of the spatial attributes by analyzing the spatial relationships of xi, and then calculate the weighted average neighborhood values WNbr (xi) of xi using spatial attribute weights. The values are then compared with the non-spatial attributes of xi to obtain the average neighborhood distance Diff (xi). By standardizing the Diff (xi) values, the outlying degrees OF(xi) of xi are obtained. In this process, the spatial object is compared with the average value of its neighborhood, and the difference between this object and a certain neighboring object may be omitted. The detection result obtained in this way might contain mis-detection. Improvement for this issue is made in WDA.
WDA is not completely different with IZ-value, their similarity exhibits in the calculation that they both done first to obtain the spatial attribute weight of each of the spatial object's neighbors, whereas their differences are the order of some steps of the spatial outlier detection and the weighted objects.
Assuming , ij x x X  , xj is spatial neighbor of xj, weight(xj) is the spatial attribute weight of xj, are the non-spatial attributes of xi and xj, respectively, then the difference distance and the weighted difference distance could be defined by Defnition 7 and 8. Definition 7: difference distance The difference distance between spatial objects xi and xj refers to the differential degree of spatial object xi from its neighboring object xj, i.e. the absolute value of the difference between xi and xj, as expressed by Formula (5).
Definition 8: weighted difference distance The weighted difference distance of spatial object xi refers to the differential degree of xi from its spatial neighboring objects with spatial attributes considered. To calculate the weighted difference distance of xi, weight and sum up the difference distances between xi and each of the neighbors in its spatial neighborhood, as indicated by Formula (6). 
In WDA, for spatial dataset X, calculate the Euclidean distances each pair of spatial objects xi and xj in the dataset to identify the k nearest neighbors of each spatial object xi in order to address its spatial neighborhood. Then, for each spatial object xi, calculate the spatial attribute weight weight(xj) corresponding to its neighboring object xj based on the different spatial attributes xj contains, and its difference value diff(xj) from each neighbor xj regarding to the non-spatial attributes. Multiply this difference value diff(xj) with the spatial attribute weight () j weight x of the corresponding object xj, iteratively sum up the products and the result is the outlying degree OF(xi) of xi. After calculating the outlying degrees of all the objects in the spatial dataset, arrange them in descending order and the objects corresponding to the first m outlying degrees are the detected spatial outliers.
B. Algorithm Description for WDA
Based on the theory of WDA introduced in section A, WDA is detailed in Algorithm 2 below. 
C. Analysis and Flow Chart of WDA
The first few steps of WDA are basically the same with the IZ-value algorithm, for example the addressing of spatial neighborhood using spatial attributes, and the calculation of spatial attribute weights. The IZ-value algorithm calculates the average neighborhood value of a spatial object after weighting the non-spatial attributes of the neighboring objects in its neighborhood, and then calculates the difference between them. WDA calculates the absolute difference distances of a spatial object from each object in its neighborhood, and then weights the difference distances. This means that WDA compares spatial object xi with each neighboring object in its neighborhood separately instead of comparing spatial object xi with the average neighborhood value of all objects in its neighborhood like the IZ-value algorithm. This improvement solves the problem of omitting the difference between a spatial object and its neighboring objects by simply average the non-spatial attributes of neighboring objects.
To better understand the superiority of WDA, apply WDA to the example of Figure 2 . It was demonstrated that the IZ-value algorithm cannot detect the difference between a spatial object and its neighboring objects. With WDA, the difference distances diff(x j ) between the spatial The detailed flow of WDA is presented in Figure 3 . 
A. Experimental Environment and Dataset Design
For the experiment of the two proposed WSO-based spatial outlier detection algorithms, the software environment adopts operating system Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP2, and programing language Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. The West Nile Virus (WNV) dataset of 2008 provided by the website of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is used for the experiments in order to verify the effectiveness and accuracy of the two algorithms. This dataset is a realworld dataset containing the disease incidences reported in all counties of the U.S. in 2008 that are caused by three virus sources, wild birds, mosquito bites, and animal diseases. This experiment only selects the disease incidences caused by animal diseases as dataset for convenience.
B. Experiment Results and Analysis
The locations of the counties used in the experiment are provided by the U.S. Census Bureau. Since the neighbors of a county must be adjacent, the number of counties in its neighborhood, denoted by k, is not fixed. Only two spatial attributes are considered for the calculation of spatial attribute weights, including the distance between the centers of two adjacent counties and the length of their shared border. Therefore, larger distance between the centers of two adjacent counties and longer shared border lead to greater spatial attribute weights. The influences of these two spatial attributes are considered the same in the experiment, i.e. the both attributes have the same influence on the calculation of outlying degree of each county. Considering the differences between the populations of different counties, the density of disease incidences caused by animal diseases per one thousand people is calculated first and then used for the calculation of the outlying degrees.
To verify the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed IZ-value algorithm and WDA, the outlier detection results of these two algorithms are compared with conventional Z-value algorithm. Table 1 presents the first 10 detected outliers of IZvalue algorithm, WDA, and conventional Z-value algorithm. Evidently, the outliers detected by IZ-value algorithm and WDA are significantly different with the ones detected by conventional Z-value algorithm. Take the Imperial county of California as an example, its density is 0.006 and three neighbors are San Diego (0.047), Riverside (0.106), and Yuma (0). The outlying degree of this county calculated by conventional Z-value algorithm is 0.045. However, since the difference between each neighbor's influence on this county is not considered in Z-value algorithm, this result is just a deviation of the average neighborhood value from the studied object. The IZ-value algorithm and WDa both considered the difference of each neighbor's influence caused by spatial attributes and obtained the outlying degree of 0.032.
The IZ-value algorithm and WDA produce basically the same results, with some exceptions. For instance, the San Bernardino county of California, it has a density of 0.078, and seven neighbors, Inyo(0.003) , Kern(0.008) , Los Angeles(0.149) , Orange(0.065) , Riverside(0.084) , Clark Co., NV(0.006) and La Paz Co., AZ(0.002). The outlying degree of San Bernardino calculated by conventional Z-value algorithm is 0.032, and IZ-value considered the difference between the influences of its neighboring objects caused by differences between spatial attributes and obtained a outlying degree of 0.052. Since the differences between neighbors and the studied object may be omitted after averaging in IZ-value algorithm, WDA obtained a different outlying degree of 0.064. It is apparent that WDA can detect more reasonable spatial outliers than the IZ-value algorithm.
The time complexities of all three algorithms are O(nlogn). Since the IZ-value algorithm and WDA both need to calculate spatial attribute weights additionally, the execution time of them may be slightly longer.
Although the execution time of the IZ-value algorithm and WDA may be longer than conventional Z-value algorithm, they have more accurate detection results than conventional Z-value algorithm. Furthermore, WDA could solve the problem of omitting differences between the studied object and its neighboring objects while calculating outlying degrees, the detection result is more accurate and reasonable.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Aiming at the constantly ignored influences of spatial attributes in current spatial outlier detection algorithms, the influences of spatial attributes on the calculation of outlying degree is thoroughly investigated in this paper. By considering the spatial attributes as weights and combining conventional Z-value algorithm, two improved spatial outlier detection algorithms, Improved Z-value (IZ-value) algorithm and Weighted Difference Algorithm (WDA), are proposed. The spatial outlier detection is more accurate since the influencing factors of the calculation of outlying degree are more comprehensive. To validate the two WSO-based spatial outlier detection algorithms, experimental verification and analysis were performed and the results were compared with classical algorithms. It was demonstrated that the proposed spatial outlier detection algorithms are feasible and effective.
